
INTRODUCTION

In a global market where many functionally parallel

products are available from a wide range of suppliers,

the brand name and giving extra facilities which they called

value added services has become a differentiating tool to

offer the promise of value and quality to customers.

“A product is something that is made in a factory; a

brand is something that is bought by a customer. A product

can be copied by a competitor, a brand is unique. A product

can be quickly outdated, a successful brand is timeless”

(Quiston, 2004, p 345). This statement induces researchers

to determine the impact of brand, especially brand name

on purchase decision. The brand history tells us how the

people have used the brand as a mark of identification.

In the earlier times the brand mark was used to

differentiate the goods of one producer to others.

Nowadays the brand is not only used for differentiation
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but also used to justify the purchase decision. In this paper

the researcher has tried to identify the influence of brand

name on purchase decisions and if they give some extra

facilities then how they can change the decisions from

one brand name to another name.

Brands also have a representative value which helps

the people to choose the best product according to their

need and satisfaction. Usually people do not buy certain

brands just for design and requirement, but also in an

attempt to enhance their self esteem in the society (Leslie

and Malcolm, 1992).

Brands play a very important role in the consumer

decision making processes. It is really important for

companies to find out the customer’s decision making

process and identify the conditions, which customers

apply while making decisions (Cravens and Piercy,

2003).
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Apparel Value Added Services (VAS):

A value-added service (VAS) is a feature that can

be added to a core product to enhance the user experience

or a service that could function as a standalone product

or feature. Apparel requires unique care. Changes in a

customer’s demands can require changes in how

garments are priced or presented In order to meet the

ever changing apparel requirements.

The Apparel Industry consists of companies that

design and sell clothing, footwear and accessories.

Product categories include everything from basics, such

as underwear, to luxury items, for example, cashmere

sweaters and alligator-skin handbags.

their basic needs. Providers benefit from an increased

relationship with the client, which could translate into

more revenue. These additional custom services often

cost the company little extra but have the potential to

significantly enhance the growth and the reputation of

the company.

Literature review:

This paper basically focuses on brand and the link

between brand and consumer preferences. The following

flow chart shows how this paper divided and explained

theories on branding and consumer behavior.

Brand Equity:

 “Brand equity is a set of brand assets and liabilities

linked to a brand, its name and symbol that add to or

subtract from the value provided by a product or service

to a firm and/or to that firm’s customers” (Cravens,

2003).

The assets and liabilities on which brand equity is

based will differ from context to context.

However, they can be usefully grouped into five

categories”(Aaker, 1991, p 15).

1. Brand Loyalty

2. Name awareness

3. Perceived quality

4. Brand association

5. Proprietary brand assets

Brand Loyalty:

“The brand loyalty of the customer base is often

the core of brand equity. If customers are indifferent to

the brand and, in fact buy with respect to features, price

and convince with little concern to the brand name there

is likely little equity. If on the other hand, they continue to

purchase the brand even in the face of competitors with

superior features, price, and convenience; substantial

value exists in the brand and perhaps in its symbol and

slogan.” (Aaker, 199, p39).

Name awareness:

This is the second category of brand equity. Brand

name awareness plays a vital role in the consumer

decision making process; if a customer had already heard

the brand name, the customer would feel more

comfortable at the time of making a decision. Customers

normally do not prefer to buy an unknown brand,

especially if it is an expensive product like Diamond

 

Fig. 1 : Pyramid of value added stages in the apparel global

value chain

The Manufacturer offer apparel value added

services at The Apparel Logistics Group that are specific

to Fashion and the apparel market

Apparel value added services include:

– Garment inspection

– Price ticket changes

– Re-ticketing

– Polybag application

– Application of barcodes

– Apparel security tags

– Removal Installation of apparel hangers

– Apparel pick and pack services

– Apparel returns processing

– Repairs

– Alterations

– Apparel packaging

–  Apparel Customization services-Embroidery and

Heat Transfer.

Value added services provide advantages for both

the customers and the service providers. Customers have

the opportunity to receive something above and beyond
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Jewellery, Wedding Outfits etc. Therefore companies’

strong brand name is a winning track as customers

choose their brand over unknown brands.

Perceived quality:

Perceived quality has a greater influence in a

customer’s purchasing process and in brand loyalty. This

influence is very important when customers are in a

condition, which makes them unable to make an analysis

of the quality. Perceived quality can be used as a helping

tool when a company intends to utilize a pricing strategy

with premium price and further extend a brand in several

markets (Aaker, 1991).

Brand Association :

Association with the brand name is a very

significant choice because some time it captures the

central theme or key association of a product in a very

condensed and reasonable fashion. Brand names can

be extremely successful means of communication.

Some companies assign their product with a brand name

that in reality has nothing to do with the emotional

experience but is catchy and a name that people can

easily memorize. The core base of naming a brand is

that it should be unique, can be easily discriminated from

other names, easy to remember and is attractive to

customers (Keller, 2008).

Proprietary brand assets:

Other proprietary brand assets refer to patents,

trademarks and channel relationships which can provide

strong competitive advantage. A trademark will protect

brand equity from competitors who might want to confuse

customers by using a similar name, symbol or package

(Ovidiu Moisescu, 2014).

Consumer Behavior:

Consumer behavior mainly sheds light on how

consumers decide to spend their various resources like

time, money etc. on various products so as to meet their

needs and requirements. Consumer behavior

encompasses study of what, when, why and where the

consumers will buy their products. It also focuses on how

often the consumers use the products. Furthermore, it

also sheds light on how the consumers evaluate the

products after the purchase and the effect of evaluations

on their future purchases (Schiffman, 2005).

Complex Buying Behavior:

Complex behavior can be defined when consumers

are highly involved for making a purchase decision.

Complex buying behavior calls for a high level of

involvement on the part of the consumer. In case of high

involvement, consumers distinguish salient differences

among the competing brands. Consumers are highly

involved in expensive and highly self expressive products.

The consumer engages in extensive information to search

and to learn about product categories so as to be able a

good purchase decision. For example, when a consumer

decides to buy branded clothes, he seeks information

about the available brands and compares his collected

information about each brand and finally makes up his

mind (Kotler, 2007).

Consumer Decision making:

It’s true that a consumer may not necessarily go

through all the decision making steps for every purchase

he or she makes. At times, a consumer makes his or her

decision automatically and the decision may be based on

heuristics or mental shortcuts. Other times, in case of

high involvement products, consumers may take a long

time before reaching a final purchase decision. It depends

on consumers’ importance of the products like purchase

of Clothing and Apparel. Moreover consumers try to

make an estimated brand universe on the basis of

available information about the brands, and to make an

estimated utility function on the basis of past consumption

experience (Solomon, 2006).

Purchase Intention:

The purchase intention shows customers preference

to purchase the product, whose image is very close to

the customer. Moreover customers are well aware of

certain brand names through advertising, from their past

experience or information form their friends and relatives

(Teng, 2008).

Benefits of VAS:

PERSUASION OF VALUE ADDED SERVICES ASSOCIATED WITH BRAND NAMES ON CONSUMER BUYING DECISION OF CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES
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METHODOLOGY

The Survey Method has been chosen to carry out

the research. The researchers divided the whole work

mainly into two parts- secondary research and primary

research. In the secondary research the researcher has

made use of the available literature and other relevant

publications to find out the theoretical framework and

also to know what early research mentioned regarding

the selected topic. A primary research survey method

has been considered. The researcher chose convenience

sampling under non-probability sampling technique

keeping all constraints in mind. A sample size of 100 Young

Males and Females was selected from Jaipur, India. This

sample contains a mix type of customer (Servicemen,

student and businessmen) so as to remove any type of

biased results. Research for the Importance of the Brand

image of the company which is kept in mind by customers

while buying any product. As Most of the Branded

Apparel are second name of Fashion, the customer

interacts with the company or the supplier only for a little

time.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Demographic Information of the respondents:

This provides the gender information which shows

that 63% of the respondents were male and 37%

respondents were female.

The respondents’ age-group information:

The first age group (below 18 years) accounted for

15%, 18-25-years-age-group accounted for 55% and the

next 26-35 -years-age-group were 30 %.

With the findings it is also clear that amongst buyers

of branded clothes 46% respondents are Young Males

and Females involved in studies i.e. in higher schools,

Universities, Corporate Jobs and 32% respondents run

their own business and 16% respondents are Housewives.

Conclusion:

From the study it is clear that well known branded

Clothings, Apparel and Accessories are very famous

among the people because consumers trust the brand

name. This also indicates that people often purchase well

known branded Clothing and accessories like Coats,

Jackets, Jeans, Shoes, Belts, Undergarments, Purses,

Jewellery since they were aware of the brand

performance and extra facilities given by these brand

name or perhaps they have a good past experience about

Fig. 2 : Gender information

Fig. 3 : Age groups

Fig. 4 : Buyers of Branded Clothes

Fig. 5 : Future product retailing
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the brands. This makes customers become loyal with

the specific brand. Brand offers superior quality of the

service up to the customer’s expectation and satisfaction.

The study shows that Clothing brand companies become

successful by getting close to the customers and designing

their Apparels according to the customers’ needs.

The researchers also conclude that clothing

companies giving the VAS to the customers are good,

but there is a need to launch more awareness campaigns

amongst consumers. As the consumers still don’t read

the Labels on the Apparel stating specific value added

services after buying like Alterations, customizations etc.

This research also shows that companies providing

desired VAS having good brand name in a market as

VAS help companies to build trust and satisfy customers

to their desired extent and VAS also gives customer

quality assurance that helps companies to have a good

brand image in the market so this study clearly states.

VAS is closely associated with building brand name and

brand name influence the decision of buying Apparels

and Accessories.
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